The MAPK/ERK pathway regulates fundamental cellular function such as cell proliferation, survival, differentiation and motility, raising the question how these diverse functions are specified and coordinated. They are encoded through the activation kinetics of the pathway, a multitude of feedback loops, scaffold proteins, subcellular compartmentalisation, and crosstalk with other pathways. These regulatory motifs alone or in combination can generate a multitude of complex behaviour. Systems biology tries to decode this complexity through mathematical modelling and prediction in order to gain a deeper insight into the inner works of signalling networks.
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and duration of the signal flux through a pathway may determine the biological outcome.
The classical example is the PC12 cells where the sustained activation of ERK triggers neuronal differentiation, while transient ERK activity is required for proliferation [5] .
However, it is largely unknown how biological response specificity is encoded through biochemical activation kinetics. In addition, pathways are traditionally drawn as separated linear entities. However, this rather reflects the history of how they were discovered than their real functional context. It has turned out that pathways are extensively connected and embedded in networks. The economy of evolution has produced a multitude of links and crosstalk between pathways and even led to the reuse of protein components in different pathways. Thus, the specificity of biological responses is largely generated by the combinatorial integration of pathway crosstalk and the versatility of component function.
Systems biology aims to understand biological behaviour at the systems level through an abstract description in terms of mathematical and computational formalisms. In order to be useful and applicable to biological questions, models have to faithfully describe the biological system and be able to make predictions about their behaviour. Thus, while the basis of a model is the topological representation of its components and their links, it is the description in the model of the biological system's dynamic behaviour which equips the model with predictive power. This power can then be exploited by incorporating descriptions of perturbations of the biological system into the model and using computational techniques to predict possible behaviours of the system. In a model perturbations can be made at any component individually or at several components simultaneously and at any point in time.
This strategy can be used to define the master switches where small changes have a big impact on system behaviour and the thresholds that delineate true signals from background noise. This information permits the design experiments that capture systems behaviour by 5 measuring selected parameters, which are representative for the system, rather than the whole system. This reduces the number of biological experiments required to understand the behaviour of a system and also guides parameter choice for quantitative experimentation.
Further, and maybe most stimulating mathematical modelling can reveal and explain unexpected behaviour that is encoded in the design of biological networks. Several models of the MAPK pathway are available which have emphasised different facets [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] , and we will refer to these papers as we discuss the salient findings in the field.
Is more better than one: Three tiered cascades and dual phosphorylations
MAPK/ERK is activated by a linear sequence of two other kinases, MEK and Raf. Why have two more kinases to process the output of one? Intuitively, signal amplification comes to mind. However, the signal gain is rather modest [16] and if it occurs, mainly occurs at the MEK -ERK interface [6] . This suggests that a main purpose is regulation. A multicomponent cascade has more interfaces available for regulation improving the fine tuning of signal flux through intra-cascade feedback regulation and cross talk with other pathways. For instance, the activation of Phosphoinositide-3 kinase (PI3K) triggers an activating phosphorylation of Raf-1 on S338, and in some cell types an inactivating phosphorylation on S259 [17] . S338 phosphorylation is mediated through a PI3K-Rac-PAK pathway, while S259 phosphorylation is mediated through a PI3K-Akt pathway. In addition, the PI3K-Rac-PAK pathway also can phosphorylate MEK on S298 to increase its ability to become activated by Raf [18] . Thus, at the level of the Raf-MEK interface alone PI3K can mediate at least three regulatory events, two of which have opposite effects. In cases like this intuition fails us in predicting the outcome. Only a mathematical model will be able to predict what exactly happens to MEK activity when PI3K is switched on. One such model has been 6 developed showing that only the inhibitory phosphorylation of Raf-1 on S259 by Akt in combination with a phosphatase, PP2 that is shared between the two pathways could accurately predict the behaviour of ERK activity measured biochemically [13] .
Another peculiarity is that both MEK and ERK require a double phosphorylation to become activated. This gives rise to some interesting behaviour that would not have been spotted without mathematical analysis. The salient work [19] was done in Xenopus oocytes where progesterone treatment triggers ERK activation and subsequent maturation. Xenopus oocytes are large enough to study ERK activation biochemically in single cells rather than in the usual large populations. While the population showed an apparently linearly graded activation of ERK in response to increasing levels of progesterone, individual eggs exhibited an all or nothing response. It was a gradual increase in the frequency of responding cells that gave rise to the linear response curve of the population. The underlying mechanism was traced to the non-processivity of ERK phosphorylation. When MEK encounters ERK it phosphorylates only one of the two residues required for activation before it dissociates.
Thus, a suboptimal stimulus will generate a pool of single phosphorylated, but inactive ERK.
Any subsequent phosphorylation of this monophosphorylated pool will result in activation.
Kinetically this system behaves like a co-operative enzyme which can be described by the Hill equation. As a result ERK activation kinetics adopts a sigmoidal shape becomes switchlike. This phenomenon is called ultrasensitivity. It is ideally suited to filter out background noise. Physiologically cells are exposed to a sea of external cues, and sorting out true signals from noise is an essential task. However, it is not resolved whether MAPK ultrasensitivity exists in mammalian cells. It has been shown at the population level, but a recent study [20] at both population and single cell level has argued that in mammalian cells the pathway is 7 stimulated with linear dose response kinetics. This discrepancy could potentially be explained by the differential expression of scaffolding proteins.
Order from chaos: Feedback loops
Feedback loops in biological systems have received a lot of attention from theoreticians as they can be well described mathematically, are versatile regulators that produce interesting behaviours and are used in many engineering applications. The MAPK features a series of positive and negative feedback regulations. Their description in this review is not exhaustive, but rather meant to illustrate how feedback is used to generate distinct biochemical and biological behaviour.
ERK feeds back to MEK activation at several levels. MEK needs to interact with Raf in order to become efficiently phosphorylated on the activating sites S218 and S222. This interaction is highly regulated. In response to adhesion PAK1 phosphorylates MEK on S298, which enhances its interaction with Raf. Activated ERK can phosphorylate MEK on the adjacent T292 which precludes phosphorylation of S298 and reduces the formation of Raf-MEK complexes and MEK activation [18] . The interaction between Raf and MEK is also regulated by RKIP, a protein that binds to Raf and MEK preventing their interaction [21] .
Phosphorylation of RKIP by either PKC [22] or ERK [23] causes RKIP to dissociate and Raf-MEK interaction to proceed. ERK mediated phosphorylation of RKIP constitutes a positive feedback loop that converts the linear dose response relationship expected from a stoichiometric inhibitor into a steep sigmoidal curve [23] . In most cells part of the Raf population is bound to RKIP, which does not prevent it from becoming activated, but from 
Feedback, decision making and biological memory
Ultrasensitivity and positive feedback can generate switch-like systems which are only stable in on or off configurations [25, 26] . In ultrasensitive systems this is achieved through the input parameters crossing a certain threshold value that switches the response. Positive feedback can generate bistable systems where two discrete stable states exist for a single input value. Although a positive feedback (or equivalent double negative feedback) is commonly considered necessary for generating bistability, a double non-processive phosphorylation can suffice under certain conditions to evoke bistable behaviour. Bistable systems show hysteresis meaning that the dose response curve splits into a loop indicating that the stimulus needed to activate the system is quantitatively different from the stimulus 9 needed to maintain the system in its activated state (Fig. 2) . Hysteresis is exploited for electromagnetic tape recording, and likewise can generate memory in biological systems.
This property lends itself for converting transient biochemical responses into irreversible biological decisions, e.g. during differentiation. For example, the meiotic maturation of Xenopus oocytes requires two interrelated positive feedback loops through the ERK and the Cdc2 pathways that entertain a self-sustained activation pattern, a biological memory, from a transient stimulus. If the feedback is strong enough it can lock the system in a stable state even without further stimulation [27] . It will be interesting to examine whether such mechanisms also used for cell fate determination in mammalian systems. Engineered transcriptional units with a simply positive autoregulatory feedback loop, where the transcribed gene induces its own promoter, give rise to bistable behaviour where the transcription rate is either high or low [28] . Interestingly, while bistable behaviour was observed at the population level, single cells demonstrated a stochastic pattern of switching between the on and off states. This resembles the situation in haematopoetic differentiation [29] where single cells seem to choose stochastically between different routes of differentiation, but where still distinct populations of the correct size are generated.
Positive feedback also can destabilise systems if it becomes too strong, or generate oscillatory behaviour [8] . Typically, oscillators feature combinations of positive and negative feedback loops with time delays [30] . An example is the circadian clock where a series of coordinated feedbacks between transcriptional activation and protein degradation generate entrained oscillations. Interestingly, ERK activation is also subjected to a circadian rhythm and its oscillatory behaviour seems to be due to a negative feedback through the induction of the expression of MAPK phosphatases [31, 32] . The physiological role of ERK in the circadian clockwork is not entirely clear yet, but it seems to link resetting of the clock in response to light input [32] .
In most cases negative feedback loops tend to stabilise systems [8] . A classical example is the feedback amplifier [33] , an ingeniously simple engineering device consisting of an amplifier with a negative feedback loop connecting the output with the input. For some loss of gain, fidelity and robustness increase remarkably. This has been convincingly reproduced in engineered transcriptional systems [34] . The ERK pathway resembles a feedback amplifier in many ways [11] . For instance, ERK exerts a negative feedback by interfering with Ras activation through SOS phosphorylation. SOS is an exchange factor that activates Ras by promoting the exchange of GDP for GTP. SOS forms a complex with the adaptor protein Grb2, which binds to activated tyrosine kinase receptors thereby bringing SOS into the vicinity of its substrate Ras at the cell membrane. ERK induces a phosphorylation on SOS that dissociates the Grb2-SOS complex and terminates Ras activation [35, 36] . This feedback may underlie the differential activation of ERK by EGF and NGF in PC12 cells.
Although it is not clear how EGF and NGF receptors would differentially activate this feedback the idea is attractive that negative feedback can stabilise a certain response pattern, in particular as the main difference between NGF and EGF on MAPK activation is a rather modest shift in the amplitude and kinetics of MAPK activation. Kinetic calculations indicate that the feedback from ERK to SOS can explain the ERK response curve to NGF treatment of PC12 cells [7] .
An interesting variation on this theme was observed when analysing the differences between MAPK activation in naïve cells or cells previously and transiently exposed to a growth factor [37] . While in the naïve cells MAPK showed switch-like activation kinetics, the initiated 11 cells responded with a graded MAPK activation. The reason is that a short pulse of MAPK activation induces negative feedback, in this case the expression of the MAPK phosphatase MKP-1, which is still active at the time of restimulation. Thus, the presence of a negative feedback can convert the activation kinetics of the MAPK pathway from switch-like to linear. This regulation motif is inherently attractive as it makes both the quality and the quantity of the response dependent on the history of the system, and can convert an instable into an intrinsically stable response. This also has implications for the selection of drug targets.
Pathways that operate as feedback amplifiers stabilise system behaviour by smoothening out perturbations. Thus, a drug targeting a protein in the part of the pathway bracketed by a negative feedback should be less effective than a drug with a target outside of the feedback loop bracket [8] . From this point of view MEK is not a good drug target as it is in the part of the pathway that is braced by negative feedback loops, such as from ERK to MEK and ERK to SOS. This could contribute to the fact that MEK inhibitors are extremely potent on the purified enzyme in vitro, but do have much less effect in vivo [38] .
Scaffolds and localisation
The important role of scaffolding proteins in the regulation of signal transduction is increasingly acknowledged [2] . By tethering pathway components together they can insulate pathways from each other, in particular when one component is used in several different pathways such as Ste11 in yeast MAPK pathways. However, they also can forge connections between pathways and distribute signals as exemplified by the large signalling complexes assembled at tyrosine kinase receptors. Scaffolds have a profound effect on the signal flux by increasing the effective local concentration of components and enhancing their interaction.
While this is intuitive, mathematical modelling of scaffolding the ERK pathway has indicated the potentially enormous impact of this effect [39] . In this case, scaffolds also convert the double phosphorylation of ERK into a processive reaction. This should eliminate ultrasensitivity, but augments the activation rate. Of course, the contribution of these effects to the overall activation kinetics of the ERK pathway will depend on the expression level and binding affinity of the scaffold for its clients, but could explain why ultrasensitivity is not always observed in mammalian cells. On the other hand, if the concentration of the scaffold exceeds that of its client proteins, incomplete complexes will form and effectively dissipate signalling. This inhibitory effect increases with the number of clients a scaffold has.
A three client scaffold such as KSR, which can bind Raf, MEK and ERK, will inhibit more effectively than a two client scaffold, such as MP-1, which binds MEK and ERK.
Another important function of scaffolds is to organise the spatial arrangement of the signalling pathway architecture. The KSR scaffolded complex forms at the cell membrane [40] , whereas MP-1 targets the MEK-ERK complex to the endosomes via interaction with p14, an endosomal protein [41] . This could orchestrate the distribution of the signal by directing ERK to different substrates in different subcellular compartments. Alternatively, but not mutally exclusive such differential distribution could determine the response kinetics.
Models of EGF receptor signalling that include receptor internalisation predict that endosomal signalling prevails especially at low concentrations of EGF [6, 42] . Thus, the endosomal MEK-ERK complex could be a sensitivity sensor for the EGF concentration. As receptor internalisation creates a time delay the compartmentalisation of MEK-ERK complexes also could account for different activation phases with the membrane compartment being activated first and the endosomal compartment later.
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Outlook
Computational modelling can provide useful information to understand the behaviour of biological systems. It also has made a number of provocative predictions, of which only few were experimentally tested. This situation is changing as the value of the conversation between biology and the theoretical sciences is realised. A major constraint is that most of the data which biologists produce are not directly amenable to dynamic modelling. They contain sparse time series, are often qualitative rather than quantitative and show relative changes rather than changes in absolute concentrations. As there is only very little standardisation of measurements, data from different laboratories usually only can be compared in a qualitative fashion. These obstacles particularly apply to the use of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which require absolute changes in concentrations and exact reaction rates as input. ODEs rely on this detailed information as they describe the biochemical reactions at a very fine grained level. Ideally, one would wish to move seamlessly between different levels of abstraction that can describe individual reactions, network modules and whole networks. Such methods are being currently being developed 
